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Cover Photograph:
Photograph as supplied by Richard Barber from the late John M Boyes Collection.
Carlisle in 1974 with two of the Bulmers Pullman cars L to R CHRISTINE & AQUILA being hauled by a
Class 08 shunter, in what is believed to be an empty stock working.
Editorial:
Welcome to Coupe News No: 67.
This is your free newsletter of Pullman related news and material.
My thanks to those readers who have supplied articles and images for inclusion within this edition.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by e-mail or printing a
copy, to any one you may know who will also be interested in reading about matters Pullman.
Changing your Email address, or wish to be removed from the mailing list, then Email to the editorial
address with your request, it’s as simple as that.
Also some readers do not receive copies as published for one reason or another, I do get bounce backs
advising that an e-mail address no longer exists or the mail box full. If by the 5th of each month your
copy fails to arrive, please Email the editorial address and I will forward to you the missing edition.
The views and articles within this publication are not necessarily those of the editor.
Information Required.
I will welcome any information on the Pullman car located on your local preserved railway or in use as a
static Restaurant, for inclusion within your Coupe News and the Pullman Car Services Archive.
Information is for sharing - not gathering dust…..
If you have any material for inclusion in No.68, please forward by October 1st.
Coupe News No.68 will be published a little later than normal on or about Monday October 6th.
Editorial Address:
Terry Bye
Pullman Car Services
Email: pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk
Coupe News editions 1 to 66 and all Special Editions can be sourced at: http://www.semgonline.com/coach/coupe/index.html
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We remember the Pullman car that was allocated the same schedule number as this edition of Coupe
News.
Pre 1960 Schedule No: 67.
Post 1960 Schedule No: 63.
Name:
ANNIE LAURIE.
Type of Car:
Kitchen.
Into Service:
June 1914.
Builder:
Cravens Limited, Sheffield.
Tare:
421/2t.
Covers:
21.
1914:

Enters service on the Caledonian Railway.

1933 December 4th:

Taken over by the LMSR and allocated the identity of 204.

Free Newsletters/Magazines:
MRE Mag.
Published every Monday, Wednesday & Friday by Pat Hammond covering model railway news, views and
products.
www.mremag.com
RAILDATE.
The weekly newsletter published every Friday covering general railway subjects with links to sites for
further information, from Hursley Park Model Railway Society. For further information visit: http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/RAILDATE/
Where you can sign up to access the weekly newsletter.
RAILWAY HERALD.
Railway Herald is a colour magazine that covers today’s railway scene in the UK.
www.railwayherald.co.uk
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Look Back At Pullman.
1948 – September – 60 Years Ago:
September 27th.

Inaugural ‘Tees Tyne Pullman’.
The ‘Up’ service departing Newcastle upon Tyne at 9.00am, Darlington at
9.51am and arriving at Kings Cross at 2.16pm.
The ‘Down’ service departing Kings Cross at 5.30pm and arriving Darlington at
9.57pm and Newcastle upon Tyne at 10.50pm.
For further details on this service refer to Coupe News ‘Special Edition’ No.4.

1958 – September – 50 Years Ago:
September 12th.

The ‘Down’ working of the ‘South Wales Pullman’ was noted hauled by
5091 CLEEV ABBEY with eight Pullman cars.

September 14th.

The ‘Thanet Belle’ (Kentish Belle) service is withdrawn.

September 15th.

The ‘Master Cutler’ inaugural service Kings Cross to Sheffield via Retford.
D207 hauling Pullman Car No. 70, 303, ROSAMUND, SAPPHO, PLUTO and
Car No.68.

1968 – September – 40 Years Ago:
September 6th.

Noted at Brighton Station. The 12.45pm Brighton Belle working consisted of
5 Bel units 3053 and 3051.
5 Bel unit 3052 at this time being at Eastleigh C&W Works undergoing
refurbishment and painting into to the new BR corporate livery.

September 20th.

The two Pullman camping coaches at Seascale were relocated to Ravensglass.

1978 – September – 30 Years Ago:
September.

The National railway Museum at York, acquire two BR Mk1 Pullman cars for the
National collection and join car TOPAZ at York.
The two cars selected being S/No.311 EAGLE Kitchen First and
S/No.326 EMERALD (II) Parlour First.
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Attendants Service:
R02/08.
Mark Arscott requests help with regard to ex-Pullman cars in Departmental Use.
I wonder if any fellow reader of Coupe News might be able to shed any light on the following Pullman
cars that following withdrawal from service were sold for Departmental use.
The Departmental Engineers Numbers allocated as follows: e 970200; e 970201; DE 970202; DE 960820 (think it might be Cambria) and NE 960822 - 'Dist Engineer
Cambridge'
Has anyone compiled a list of the original Pullman car identity prior to Departmental use of these cars
and any known location whilst in Departmental use.
Regards, Mark.
04/08.
David Cooke in Tasmania requests the help of any reader relating to the Brighton Belle.
It is always a delight to get your news letter.
I was wondering if I may make a request for some information on the Brighton Bell sets.
I am making an O gauge model based on the Leeds model company Paper sides/kits, and I am seeking
information on the under floor detail and the roof ventilators. I have lots of photos from many sources but
no plans. Someone from this site kindly sent me some plans but they were only of the internal layout.
The Leeds models only had basic battery boxes which are not correct, I have made up the sides roof
and some running gear which when finished I would be happy to send photos.
If I can get more information for the under floor details and ventilators (Plans) I would be very grateful.
Many thanks, David Cooke, Tasmania, Australia.

05/08.
Alan Macdonald requests the help of any reader relating to car destination roof boards.
I have read recently the articles with ‘Model Rail No.116’ covering Pullmans.
I am currently building Pullman cars for the ‘Queen of Scots’ and ‘Brighton Belle’ and wish to include
the “Destination/Name Boards” on the roofs of the cars and under floor equipment, I would be obliged
if any fellow Coupe News reader can advise me on the following: 1. Sizes of the boards and what was printed on them.
2. Details on the sizes of the fixings to which the boards slide into on the roof.
3. The under floor fittings to both the QoS and Belle cars.
I note within the edition of ‘Model Rail’ the following observations in relation to roof board fixings: Page 41, the Brighton Belle has either 2 of 4 roof fixings.
Page 46 & 47, the Golden Age Brake has 4 fixings.
Page 49, the Pullman car has 4 fixings.
Page 51, the model has 3 fixings.
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Also was provision made on the Devon Belle Observation car roof’s for destination/name boards.
Mike Morant Responds: Alan MacDonald asks : "Also was provision made on the Devon Belle Observation car roof’s for
destination/name boards." My picture (below) of such descending Honiton clearly shows that there
were no such fittings when the car was new. Whether or not any were added at a later date I know not.

06/08
Editors request.
I am seeking any photographs of Pullman Car RAINBOW (II) can you help me?
The Pullman Car Company allocated the name RAINBOW to two Pullman cars in the 1920’s and again in
1948.
RAINBOW (I) was built in 1924 by BRC&W Co. In 1925 the car in the company of nine others were
exported to Italy for service by CIWL.
In 1927 the name RAINBOW was allocated to a new car built by MC&W Co, so the car became
RAINBOW (II).
RAINBOW (I) was for allocated the CIWL Number 58 and remained in service to around 1928, when
eight of the original ten cars returned to the UK.
CIWL 58 was one the two cars that did not return to the UK, both reported as being transferred to
Egypt and CIWL No.58 was then allocated the number 2998 and the name CLEOPATRA.
Mean while back in the UK, RAINBOW (II) was burnt-out in a fire whilst working a boat train from
Southampton to Waterloo in 1936. Although the wooden body was burnt-out, the chassis was retained
and in 1952 at the PCCo workshops at Brighton a new body was constructed on the chassis and the
name PHOENIX allocated to the car.
The name RAINBOW was later allocated in May 1948 to car COSMO BONSOR which dates from being
built in 1912 by Cravens, so becoming RAINBOW (III).
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A once in a lifetime experience – Richard Barber.

The Depot at Napa is hidden away in the back streets of this small town in Northern California it could
even be missed as you drive along the road towards the modern looking depot. But the people at Napa
Valley have a large advertisement outside, as you approach the depot at Napa, parked in a siding a the
American equivalent of a travelling post office, a RPO built in the classic style of a half & half car with a
30 foot RPO compartment and baggage section in the rest of the car.

Railroad Post Office car.
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Once you have purchased your ticket then the experience starts, not on board the train but inside the
large air conditioned depot building. You given a lesson on how to taste wine, taste white wine,
zinfandel & red wines from vineyards located in the Napa valley. You told have this area of California is
ideal for growing vines and also that it takes seven years for a vine to grow from seed to producing a
grape that wine can be produced from. Each acre of vine yard in the Napa valley has a value of 2.5
million dollars. Therefore, a poor vine can be a costly mistake.
Once the tasting is over you are then invited to board the train which is now waiting to take you on a 36
mile round trip to St Helena. Passing through the vine yards as makes it way up the valley.
The train is hauled normally hauled by 2 Alco FPA-4 Locomotives, built in the late fifties for Canadian
National Railroad. Purchased direct from Canadian National all four have been overhauled for the
purpose of hauling the wine train. No 71 has recently being converted to run on Compressed Natural
Gas.

ALCO FA No 72 at Napa depot.
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Todays consist is made up of ten cars, the formation being:Observation car, Bar car, Coach, Dining car, Kitchen car, Vista Dome, Dining car, Coach, Bar car and
Observation car.
With the exception of one car in the consist the cars started life in 1915 as Pullman cars for the
Northern Pacific Railway’s “North Coast Limited”, the Vista Dome / kitchen car is a younger being built
in 1952 for the Milwaukee Road’s “Olympic Hiawatha”.
1915-17 PULLMAN CARS.
In 1915 the Northern Pacific Railway (NP) bought thirty three new First Class Coaches from the Pullman
Company. These cars, numbers 1200 through 1232, were put into service on the Northern Pacific's
premiere trains, the North Coast Limited and the Northern Pacific Express/Atlantic Express. The new
cars were just less than eighty feet long and were built entirely out of steel and where fitted with
electric lights, steam heat and arched windows. A single car contained seating for eighty four
passengers.
In 1935, after twenty years service that included the heavy traffic loads of World War I, the railroad
began rebuilding the cars. In order to remain competitive, the NP decided to install better seats, to give
the passengers more room, and more significantly, to add air conditioning equipment. This was the
general state of the cars in 1960, when the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad purchased eight of
these cars for its Ski Train service from Denver to Winter Park. NP 1214, 1217, 1225, 1227, 1216, 1213,
1210, and 1218 became D&RGW 1011-1018.
In 1987 they were sold to the Napa Valley Wine Train. The Napa Valley Wine Train began an extensive
restoration project to restore and recreate the cars. Using the Orient Express, Andalusian Express and
other luxury railroads as a model, the train was furnished with Honduran mahogany panelling, brass
accents, etched glass partitions, and velveteen fabric armchairs. Great effort was exerted to ensure
that the interior of the railcars evoked the spirit of luxury rail travel at the beginning of the twentieth
century.
Today the car’s carry names types of wines such as Merlot, Chardonnay etc

1915 ex Northern Pacific Pullman Diner.
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Another 1915 Pullman Car, originally built for the Southern Pacific Railroad, serves as the Napa Valley
Wine Train 'Chef de Cuisine' kitchen car. Guests are invited to observe our chefs in action from the
windows of a mahogany-panelled passageway that passes by the onboard kitchen.

Name decal of Kitchen car.
VISTA DOME PULLMAN CAR.
Ten Dome Cars, numbered 50 to 59, were built in 1952 by Pullman Standard. These were the first "full
domes" built and the first Pullman Standard domes with curved glass. They seated 68 above and 28 in a
cafe downstairs and needed 16 tons of air to cool the cars. A 70hp diesel generator was included. The
Napa Dome car, number 52, went into service on the Olympian Hiawatha. It was then transferred and
renamed several times becoming Columbia and numbered CN 2405 by Columbia National, then named
Mt. McKinley by Princess/Tour Alaska. Next used on the Princess California Express, it became Amtrak
Auto Train number 9311 before finding its home at the Napa Valley Wine Train as the Champagne. This
car's exterior was rebuilt by the Ringling Brothers, Barnum and Bailey Circus train yard.

Ex Milwaukee Road Vista dome and attendant.
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Having been taken on board the train by the uniform attendant and taken to your seat the experience
begins, the expert engineer in the two Alco’s at the head of the train starts the train moving without a
jolt or a jerk. The on board staff serves your appetizers and informs you that Tea & Coffee are free and
suggest a wine for you appetizer served to you at your seat. For a further 10 dollars you may also join
the passenger in the bar car to sample four more Napa Valley wines.

Pre lunch appetizer- Smoked Salmon, Beef & Chicken.
Alternatively you may wish to stay in your seat and enjoy the ride

P12.

Or you could step outside and ride on the rear platform.

On arrival at St Helena, while the locos run around the train, the diners are moved through the train so
those occupying the dining cars can move forward into the empty coach, bar car & observation car
which have been at the head of the train.
Those patrons who have been at the rear of the train now move into the re-laid dining accommodation.

Table set for dinner in dinning car
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Again without jolt or jerk the train sets of back along the valley to Napa, the attendants set forth
serving lunch of my choice being:First Course
Baby Lettuce with candle walnuts & Goats cheese
Entrée Choice
Roasted Beef tenderloin with Gorgonzola cheese
& Cabernet red marmalade.
In a red wine Shitake mushroom sauce
Desert Choice
Wild berry Pavlova
Menu
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Unfortunately all good things must end and the words I would use to describe the whole delightful
experience would be:The Quality of the service is remembered long after the price is forgotten
Can I also take this opportunity to thank the staff at Napa Valley Wine train for the help on the day.
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Vestibule Sales.
Update.
Antony Ford's new book 'Pullman Profile No 1 the 12-wheel vehicles' has been with the printer for
approx two weeks now. Antony saw and more importantly passed the proofs on Friday 1st August
meaning we are 'go' for printing early next week (W/c 4th) with hardback binding next and we
anticipate delivery of the finished title in early September.
A couple of changes to the specification, from the original 100 to 192 pages with a 16 page colour
section. The finish is on a heavyweight art paper. In consequence of the increased specification the
price has increased to a final £26.00 but I do hope when seen, purchasers will still regard it as being the
standard work on the subject and likewise good value. The book WILL NOT appear in any book-club.
Kevin Robertson (Noodle Books)
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In this lavishly illustrated book, No.1 in a series, here for the first time is the full record of the luxury
British 12 wheel Pullman cars (built between 1908 - 1923) which graced such celebrated pre-war trains
as the ‘Southern Belle’, ‘Harrogate Pullman’ and ‘Eastern Belle’, and post-war the ‘Bournemouth
Belle’ and Ocean Liner expresses.
“PULLMAN PROFILE No 1 The 12-WHEEL CARS” presents a fascinating, comprehensive and nostalgic
record to the reader and captures an era when the familiar umber and cream Pullman cars flourished at
a time when quality really did matter.
Nowadays, the Pullman Car Co is an enterprise that continues to attract a widespread following, not
only from railway enthusiasts but also from those with a more general interest in by-gone luxury travel.
This is scarcely surprising as Pullman was synonymous for superior accommodation and a high level of
service.
The book highlights the innovative approach promoted by the company, both in its operations and in
the design and engineering of its vehicles. The Author has drawn on primary source material including
official construction and technical drawings, together with a fabulous array of quality exterior and
interior views of most of the cars - many of which have never been reproduced before -- including
original photographs commissioned by the builders.
Pullman recognised and appreciated the value of publicity – the inauguration of new services or even
new vehicles provided them with opportunities to impress the media of the day. In these and other
respects Pullman was unrivalled, yet in other ways it was conservative and restrained.
Antony M Ford has presented a wide range of material and ephemera, painstakingly collected over
many years. In so doing he describes the development of the cars in detail and their breathtaking
artistic craftsmanship and style. Included are full listings of all the 12-wheel cars, their dimensions, train
formation and disposal data.
Published by Kevin Robertson under the imprint
Kevin Robertson Books
PO Box 279
Corhampton
SOUTHAMPTON
SO32 3ZX
Tel / Fax 01489 877880
www.kevinrobertsonbooks.co.uk
Available: Spring 2008
Price: £26.00
ISBN: 978-1-90641900-4
Hardback Landscape format 210mm x 297mm
Approx 192 pages, including 16 in colour. Copious illustrations, tables and plans.
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LAST CALL - The Blue Pullman Golf Umbrella - THE MUST HAVE FOR 2009.

How about this then….Unrepeatable offer to Pullman enthusiasts…The Blue Pullman Golf umbrella!!!
These were made for the re-launch of the pseudo Blue Pullman in 2006 which sadly didn’t last long
either!!
This is a 30” Golf Umbrella, made in Nanking Blue and White, full colour Pullman Crest on each white
panel, the title Pullman in the blue panels, matching blue shaft and frame. Matching nanking blue
sleeve lettered Pullman again. Canopy is polyester and has a 3cm Velcro tie-wrap.
UK Addresses only at £10.00 each with £5 post and packing, If you would like two then its only £25
For European addresses £10-15 post and packing. Make your cheques payable to D.S.Lindsay.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Stock is very limited so it will be ‘first come first served’ as they say. If purchasers include their e-mail
address I will acknowledge orders and e-mail them when the orders are on their way!
Doug Lindsay, 36 Leslie Crescent, St Michaels, TENTERDEN, Kent. TN30 6BX.
Landline 01580-765356. Mobile 07774-720861. E-mail doug.lindsay2@btinternet.com
DLE BOOKS
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The North Yorkshire Moors Railway Pullman Service – Pat Hammond.
As part of our ruby wedding celebrations, our children, as a surprise, had booked my wife and I into a
hotel in Pickering on the Friday night and also booked us an evening dining trip on the North Yorkshire
Moors Railway Pullman train from Pickering to Grosmont, return.
We travelled in Mk1 Opal and the food and service were excellent and all performed strictly in Pullman
tradition. Brilliant! Strongly recommended!
CIWL CAR No.2757 – Clive Warneford.

Clive Warneford has forwarded the above photograph of the then ex-CIWL car No.2757.
Purchased by Ind Coope breweries and seen above at the ‘Nightingale’ public house at Denham and
used as a static restaurant.
DUCHESS OF ALBANY - David Jones.
Further to your note in the August 'Coupe News' about the withdrawal of 'Duchess of Albany' in the
1930s and its eventual use as a grounded body at Partridge Green in Sussex, readers may be interested
to know that one of the internal name boards still survives, as per the attached photograph taken last
week.
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Brighton Belle Pullman ‘Railwayana’ Auction.
An EBay auctions took place during August 2008 to raise funds for the Pullman Restoration Fund.
Consisting of a tray and two napkin holders.
The plastic meal tray and two napkin holders from the last run of the Brighton Belle on 1972.
The tray has the brown paper from the stack from which it was taken, so presumably was not used on
the last day. However, it does have a few marks and scratches on it, although not to the extent of being
damage (Tray size approx 12" x 6" or 30cm x 15cm).
The tray has the Pullman Coat of Arms and dates 1933-1972 top left and a line drawing of 5-BEL unit
3052 bottom right. The inscription between says:
"Today is the end of an era. The final chapter in an unforgettable episode of railway history. The last run
of the Brighton Belle. It's goodbye to Hazel, Doris, Audrey, Vera, Gwen and Mona. And their frilly lamp
shades and old world charm. It’s a sad day. We will miss them. But one can't survive on nostalgia. Let us
remember them fondly but realistically - as ladies in retirement.
What of tomorrow? Vast modernisation schemes are already being implemented. New stations are
replacing the old. Faster trains are bringing centres closer together. And plans are well advanced to
improve facilities not only on trains but stations, and to spread the service until it covers not merely the
best in food and drink, but whatever travellers may need.
It's a lot to do, and in the doing of it some once popular services will go the way of the Brighton Belle.
Sad, -but there it is. We must utilise our resources where they are most needed - to invest in a service for
today's traveller. Our intentions are clear.
Our aims and ambitions are to give you, the traveller, the finest, most up-to-date service you've ever
known." The napkin holders have the dates, Pullman logo and Brighton Belle on each.

The auction raised a total £52.01p.
A second auction with a couple of weeks of the first was undertaken the raised total for this has not
been advised at the time of going to press.
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The Brighton Belle – Revival Plan – John Payne.
I read with interest the piece in Coupe News No.66 by Denis Dunstone of the Transport Trust regarding
the re-assembly of a 5 BEL unit and the possibility of its ultimate return to mainline use, however as
nice as this would be in principle, in practical terms I suspect it would be virtually impossible due to
costs and approval/certification considerations.
Yes by all means try to assemble and restore a 5 BEL; however over and above cosmetic restoration I
believe things will begin to get problematic. Cosmetic and internal restoration of a five car set for static
display is one thing, albeit the question has to be asked is it a viable project, however even complete
restoration as a fully functioning electric unit for use on a heritage railway with a third rail supply which
would be the best long term outcome that could ever realistically be hoped for, (which may be possible
one day if the Bluebell were to overcome the inevitable health and safety issues to give the 4 COR and
other preserved units somewhere to operate on the juice) but even that would be expensive and long
term.
To my knowledge there are now no vehicles in passenger carrying use on the mainline fitted with side
buffers, screw couplings and standard gangways other than a very small number of charter vehicles
with wooden bodies that have managed to retain grandfather rights, which means that any 5 BEL
project, even though they are steel bodied vehicles, would have to have the vehicle ends modified, as
VSOE have done, to accept Pullman gangways and buckeye couplers, and the outer (cab) ends would
also have to be modified for push-pull use with retractable buffers and buckeye couplers, then add to
this the changes to the control system to allow operation with say a class 73 plus the provision of
ETH/ETS jumpers and supply lines and the scale of the problem becomes more apparent. I suspect that
even for use as a low speed heritage push-pull operation of a five car screw coupled set would be
viewed extremely dimly by HMRI.
I believe I am correct in the assumption that VSOE have a pair of 5 BEL DMBS vehicles marooned in
Belgium that were being upgraded for use in the UK as driving control trailers with the British Pullmans
but the project has run in to problems due to the contractor going into liquidation and therefore all the
welding/fabrication records becoming mislaid which makes re-certification for mainline use virtually
impossible without going back to the beginning and starting all over again with a new contractor. From
this episode it has to be assumed that the 5 BEL DMBS vehicles, even if it is assumed they were only
intended to be used by VSOE as barrier/service vehicles are not compliant with current Group Standard
requirements for mainline use.
I believe the only way a 5 BEL would ever enter mainline traffic again will be if someone is prepared to
fund a project to the standard and scale of the rebuild of Pegasus but covering five vehicles with all the
added problems of sourcing the traction, control, other electrical and ancillary equipment.
The best that could be hoped for, would be for a 5 BEL set to be assembled for use a hauled fixed five
car rake, for heritage use, however even this is not without problems as the formation would need
some form of heating, a lighting supply, conversion to propane for catering equipment, and therefore
changes to the kitchen equipment if any sort of meals service was envisaged which then leads into
environmental health issues. Beyond this there is the issue of train braking, conversion to vacuum to
run with steam or diesel which again introduces HMRI approval issues, or retention of the existing air
brakes, assuming they are not electro-pneumatic, which limits the choice of available motive power.
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A visit to see the Swanage Pullmans – Brian George.
I visited Swanage between August 8th to 15th August.
I travelled on the line on Saturday 9th and had very bad weather with only a few people using the
Devon Belle Observation car.
I revisited on Thursday 14th and had much better weather and the Belle was well used.
The photos I sent reflect the better weather conditions.
I also noted BR Mk1 Pullman car No.347, I was only able to get some poor photos of same as it was not
parked in a spot to easily photograph. It was used on the Wessex Belle later on in the week at night.
All the following photographs by Brian George.

A well patronised Observation Car on Thursday August 14th.
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Swanage Station M7 No.30053 moves forward from the stock to run around on Thursday 14th.

A window with a view of Dorset Countryside or are we enroute on the Ilfracombe Branch.
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Corfe Castle Station on Thursday August 14th.
Two Swanage Railway volunteer staff that without the railway would not be able to operate.

Pullmans in the North East August 2008 – JC.
The following photographs of SAPPHIRE, ROSALIND & PADUA were all taken on Saturday August 16th at
the Pullman Lodge Hotel at Seaburn County Durham.

From L to R Pullman Cars ROSALIND & PADUA.
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The interior view within the Pullman Lodge of car SAPPHIRE, the entrance into the car’s interior is by
the steps and doorway as seen.

Photographs of SAPPHIRE body sides could only be taken from within the Pullman Lodge, the other
side of the body being close to the inside body side of PADUA and unable to be photographed.
The tables and chairs have been removed (with permission) to get this view of the cars name.
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The North Yorkshire Moors Railway Sunday August 17th.
These photographs were taken in pouring rain at Grosmont Station.

The only remaining 1928 all Steel construction Parlour Brake Second Class CAR No.79.

BR Mk1 Pullman car ROBIN – Kitchen Parlour First Class.
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BR Mk1 Pullman car OPAL – Parlour First Class.
Noted at Pickering carriage sidings cars CARINA and GARNET, both appeared to be in “poor
condition”.

Coupe News - Passengers Reservations List.
194 x Regular First Class Passengers.
3 x Web Sites - Passengers Number Unknown.
Welcome Aboard Joining Passengers – Mr D.Hart & Mr M. Boyes.
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CAR No.14 – Window Incident – R Taylor.
Readers will be disturbed to learn that Car No.14 had to be taken out of service on Saturday August 23rd
after having one of its side windows broken in a stone throwing incident as the train passed Woody
Hyde Camp site.
I have no details if any injuries were sustained by passengers within the car at the time of the incident,
I am given to understand the culprit was caught.
A replacement window is being sourced

Car No.14 at Swanage Station bay platform with broken window just prior to removal.
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The Pullman Car Company Workshops at Preston Park Brighton – M.Allen.

Pullman liveried Class 73 No.73101 ‘Brighton Evening Argus’ approaching Brighton from London Victoria on September 21st 1991 hauling the VSO-E British Pullman cars as part of the 150th
celebrations of the London Brighton & South Coast Railways first passenger train working from
London to Brighton.
The brick building in the distance on the left of the train with six door entrance is the
P.C.Co. Preston - Park Workshop.
(Photograph PCSA).
Martin Allen advised the following information on Saturday August 30th on the SEmG Website.
“The preserved rolling stock that has been trapped for many years inside the former Pullman Car works
at Preston Park (Brighton), will be moving out on Sunday 7th September. However, only 11 vehicles
(considered to be historically important) will be saved.
The remaining 10 vehicles will be broken up on site, this is due to Network Rail only permitting
a single 12 hour possession to get the vehicles out and onto road transport”.
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Tail Lamp.
The news that only a number of the railway vehicles at present locked within the old Pullman Works at
Preston Park will depart during the Network Rail Possession on September 7th brings to an end the final
chapter in the buildings history, and will bring closer the day of demolition of the building and end of
another part of Pullman history in the United Kingdom.
One wonders if the local residents are prepared for the max exodus of all the pigeons that have had
residence within the building for some years now.
The incident with CAR No.14 on the Swanage Railway will be a costly affair for the railway, may be the
insurers will pay for the window replacement, but the actual cost must include loss of passenger
revenue whilst the car was out of service, this is much needed funding to assist in the cars restoration.
Also in the present climate of everyone wanting a ‘pound of flesh’ in accident claims, it would be a
shame if the Swanage Railway is held liable for claims from any injured or shocked passengers.
I hope (as I have had no confirmation as I went to press with this edition) that no passenger was injured
in this incident; material damage can be replaced at the inconvenience of the owner.
Who is to blame, only one person, this being the culprit who through the missile at the train, as well as
reclaiming all costs involved, a community order to be undertaken on a preserved railway in track
maintenance or disposal of a steam loco at the end of the day, might give the culprit a clearer view of
his mistake and how it impacts on others.
Please note that next month’s edition will be published a little later than normal, I apologise in advance
for the delay.
Finally my thanks to all those who have contributed to this edition with articles and/or photographs,
without your contributions this edition would be much the poorer.

Remember - “Information is for Sharing – Not gathering Dust”.

T.Bye September 1st 2008.

